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Preface
The current issue of the Journal of Symbolic Computation is devoted to the best results
presented at the seventh MEGA conference, which was held from June 10 until 14, 2003
at Universität Kaiserslautern.
MEGA is an acronym for Effective Methods in Algebraic Geometry, a series of roughly
biennial conferences on computational aspects of Algebraic Geometry. Prior to the 2003
meeting, it took place in 1990 (Castiglioncello), 1992 (Nice), 1994 (Santander), 1996
(Eindhoven), 1998 (St. Malo), and 2000 (Bath). Proceedings of the papers have been
published by Birkhäuser in the series Progress in Mathematics (nos. 94, 109, and 143)
and by the Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra (nos. 117/118, 139, and 164).
The executive committee consisted of Arjeh Cohen, Alicia Dickenstein, Gert-Martin
Greuel (Chair), Marie-Françoise Roy, and Frank Sottile. The three editors of this issue
wish to thank the others for the very pleasant and successful collaboration. We are also
grateful to a vast number of referees, who have helped in the difficult selection process.
Anne Frühbis-Krüger and Eric Westenberger have taken upon themselves a great load
of the daily organization, up to the management of the editing process. We thank them
and all other local organizers for their great support. Further thanks go to our sponsors:
the Department of Mathematics of the University of Kaiserslautern, the Freundeskreis
der Universität Kaiserslautern, and the Ministerium für Wissenschaft, Weiterbildung und
Kultur Rheinland-Pfalz.
The invited speakers at the conference were David Eisenbud, Willem de Graaf, János
Kollár, Kristin Lauter, Yuri Nesterov, Marius van der Put, Martin Sombra, Bernd Sturmfels,
and Orlando Villamayor. We are very grateful for their contributions.
We also wish to thank the other speakers (and their co-authors): J. Gago-Vargas (with
S. Arias-de-Reyna), I. Bermejo (with P. Gimenez), G. Blekherman, G. Bodnár (with
S. Encinas and J. Schicho), M. Bronstein (with B.M. Trager), G. Brown, A. Galligo (with
L. Busé), A. Khetan (with C. D’Andrea), C. D’Andrea (with G. Jeronimo), E. Jeandel
(with H. Derksen and P. Koiran), G. Dos Reis, J. Draisma, P. Gianni (with E. Fortuna
and B. Trager), L.D. Garcia (with M. Stillman and B. Sturmfels), N. Göb, T. Oaku
(with M. Granger), D.V. Pasechnik (with D. Grigoriev and E. de Klerk), T. Hirsch,
G. Khimshiashvili, A. Leykin, E. Miller (with D. Helm), B. Mourrain, I. Scherbak, J. van
der Hoeven, and U. Walther.
One of the more remarkable developments observed at the conference is the
mathematically appealing progress in relatively new fields of application: Statistics (by
Garcia, Stillman, and Sturmfels) and Quantum Computation (by Derksen, Jeandel, and
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Koiran). The paper by Busé and Galligo contributes to the more classical application of
surface modelling for Computer Aided Design.
As expected, there are also new developments in the classical (or, if you wish, core)
areas of MEGA, see the papers by Mourrain and by D’Andrea and Jeronimo dealing
with Bezoutians, and the paper by Fortuna, Gianni, and Trager dealing with polynomial
ideal decompositions. The fact that more and more algebraic geometry can be treated
effectively is amplified by Villamayor’s treatment of Hironaka’s desingularization (some
people actually claim that Hironaka used standard bases avant la lettre to deal with blow-
ups). A similar remark applies to homological algebra, see the paper by Helm and Miller.
A particular fruitful ‘cousin’ of the commutative algebra theory is the differential theory,
dealing with rings of differential operators instead of polynomial functions and solving
differential equations instead of polynomial equations. The paper by Granger, Oaku, and
Takayama transports the tangent cone algorithm from the polynomial to the differential
setting, the paper by Van der Put surveys recent results in differential Galois theory, and
Walther’s paper obtains connections (which can be interpreted as differential operators) by
restrictions of D-modules to suitable strata on complex space.
Two papers go even further away from the classical topics. Van der Hoeven continues
his exploration of how to work with functions that are more complicated than polynomial
functions, such as analytic functions, and Draisma analyzes representations of Lie algebras
of vector fields by use of (Cartan subalgebra) weight arithmetic.
Many other interesting results were presented at the MEGA 2003 conference, both
theoretic and in the form of software packages. Having limited ourselves to the best papers,
we expect to have assembled an inspiring issue of the Journal of Symbolic Computation.
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